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Abstract Measuring similarity between multilayer networks is difficult, as it in-
volves various layers and relationships that are challenging to capture using dis-
tance measures. Existing techniques have focused on comparing layers with the
same number of nodes and ignoring inter-relationships. In this research, we propose
a new approach for measuring the similarity between multilayer networks while
considering inter-relationships and networks of various sizes. We apply this ap-
proach to multilayer movie networks composed of layers of different entities (char-
acter, keyword, and location) and inter-relationships between them. The proposed
method captures intra-layer and inter-layer relationships, providing a comprehen-
sive overview of the multilayer network. It can be used in various applications,
including analyzing movie story structures and social network analysis.

Keywords Movie Script Multilayer Network · Inter layer relationships ·
Multilayer Graph Distance measure, Comparing movies

1 Introduction

In recent years, multilayer network analysis has achieved widespread use in various
fields, including social networks, transportation networks, biological networks, and
communication networks. Measuring the similarity between multilayer networks is
a complex task. That is because the multilayer network consists of different enti-
ties of layers and relationships, making it challenging to define a distance measure
that captures the overall multilayer network structures. Brodka et al. (2018) [1]
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have proposed a property matrix that represents a multiplex network. The prop-
erty matrix maps layers and nodes into structures. Brodka et al. have used three
methods to compare multiplex networks: aggregations(min, max, entropy), layer
distributions(Jensen-Shannon Divergence), and similarity functions(Jaccard, co-
sine, correlation). Giordano et al. (2019) [2] used factorial methods for quantifying
multiplex networks visually. Ghawi et al. (2022) [3] have used community detec-
tion to quantify the similarity between multilayer networks.
In previous works [4][5], we investigated Network Portrait Divergence [6] and
Laplacian Spectra Descriptor [7] to compare the similarity between movie sto-
ries. We extracted for each movie a multilayer network [8] composed of three layer
entities (character, keyword, and location). We ignored inter-relationships and
compared monolayers of the same entities.
This research aims to quantify the similarity between movies. There have been
multiple approaches to quantifying visual content [9–12,11,13–16]. Here, we con-
sider multilayer network movies with inter-relationships between layers. To the
best of our knowledge, there is currently no approach for measuring the similarity
between multilayer networks considering inter-relationships. Analyzing the struc-
ture of interlayer relationships provides extra information and a comprehensive
overview of the multilayer network. Moreover, previous studies have focused on
comparing layers with the same number of nodes. Multilayer movie networks con-
sist of layers of different sizes, making finding an appropriate measure challenging.
We propose an approach that captures intralayer and intralayer relationships in
the multilayer network, considering networks of various sizes.

2 Methodology

A graph G is a set of nodes N connected by edges E . Based on this property, we
consider nodes of the same entity linked by intra-relationships as graphs Gintra and
nodes of different entities connected by inter-relationships as graphs Ginter. We
work on multilayer network movie scripts with three entities (character, keyword,
and location). So, the multilayer network includes six types of networks: GintraCC

is the character graph, GintraKK is the keyword graph,GintraLL is the location
graph, GinterCK consists of inter-relationships connecting character and keywords,
GinterKL consists of inter-relationships connecting keyword and location nodes, and
GinterKL consists of inter-relationships connecting keyword and location nodes.

The proposed algorithm (Algorithm 1) maps Gintra, Ginter, and network fea-
tures into one matrix P as follows.

– (i) Six rows, where the first three rows represent the three intralayers (GintraCC ,
GintraKK , and GintraLL), and the last three rows represent the three interlayers
(GinterCK , GinterKL , and GinterCL).

– (ii) Six columns, each one represents a network features: max degree, max
centrality, density, adjacency, Laplacian, and network portrait.

– (iii) Each cell cij encodes a network feature j of the network type i.
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Algorithm 1 Matrix property extraction
input: GintraCC

, GintraKK
, GintraLL

, GinterCK
, GinterKL

, GinterCL

output: matrix property P
1: for i in GintraCC

, GintraKK
, GintraLL

, GinterCK
, GinterKL

, GinterCL
do

2: D ← max((deg(1), deg(2), ..., deg(N ))) //return the max node degree of i.

3: BC ← max(
∑

s ̸=t∈V
σst(N )

σst
) //return the max node betweeness centrality of i

//σst: total shortest paths passing from a node s to a node t
//σst(N ): total number of σst that passing through a node n

4: Dens← E/(N ∗ (N − 1)) //return density of i
5: A ← Extract Adjacency matrix(i)
6: L ← Extract Laplacian matrix(i)
7: B ← Extract NetworkPortrait matrix(i)
8: sA ← sum(eigenvalues(A))
9: sL ← sum(eigenvalues(L))

10: sB ← sum(B)
11: vi ← [D,BC, Dens, sA, sL, sB]

12: end for
13: P ← [vGintraCC

, vGintraKK
, vGintraLL

, vGinterCK
, vGinterKL

, vGinterCL
]

Consider a pair of multilayer network movies M and M’. In the first step, we
extract property matrices P from M and P ′ from M’. Second, we flatten matrices
P and P ′ to vectors v̂ and v̂′. Then, we compute the distance between v̂ and v̂′

using the Euclidean Distance.

D̂ =

√√√√√ GinterCL∑
i=GintraCC

(λv̂i
− λ′

v̂′
i
)2 (1)

3 Experimental Results

We performed experiments using movie scripts from various categories. In our pre-
vious work, it appears that the romance films were the more challenging. Therefore
we concentrate on these movies. We compare: Titanic (1997), episode I of Twilight
(2008), and episode II of Twilight (2009). For each movie, we extracted three lay-
ers (character, keyword, location), intra-relationships and inter-relationships. We
collected ground-truth data by inviting a group of individuals to rank the similar-
ity between romance movies. Based on the evaluation, we obtained the following
ranking: Episodes I and II of Twilight are in the first rank, Titanic and I of Twi-
light in the second, and episodes II and three also in the second.
To illustrate the efficiency of the proposed method in quantifying the similarity
between romance movies (Titanic, episodes I and II of Twilight) we compare the
obtained results (Table 2) to those of previous studies (Table 1).
In a previous investigation (Table 1), the Network Portrait Divergence revealed the
similarity between character layers, and the Network Laplacian Spectra detected
the similarity between location layers. But, no measure indicated the similarity
between keyword layers.
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Table 1 Checklist table for similarity between romance movies

Measures/Layers Character Keyword Location
NetLSD ✗ ✗ ✗

NetMF ✗ ✗ ✗

D-measure ✗ ✗ ✗

Network Portrait Divergence ! ✗ ✗

Laplacien Spectra ✗ ✗ !

According to Table 2, the distance between episodes I and II of Twilight
(272.93) is the smallest. That means episodes I and II are the most similar. Indeed,
the ground-truth data shows episodes I and II of Twilight are in the first rank. On
the other hand, Titanic is closer to episode II of Twilight (403.52) than Episode
I (450.24). However, according to the ground-truth data, both pairs of movies are
second, which reveals how Titanic is far from episodes I and II of Twilight.

Table 2 Distance between romance movies using the proposed method

Romance movies Distance
episode I of Twilight & episode II of Twilight 272.93
Titanic & episode I of Twilight 450.24
Titanic & episode II of Twilight 403.52

In brief, the proposed method revealed the high similarity between episodes I
and II of Twilight and the distance between Titanic compared to both movies. In
contrast, in the previous research, no measure revealed the similarity between key-
word layers. Furthermore, the time complexity of the proposed technique is much
smaller than the prior one. That is because we compare the overall multilayers at
one time.
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